SKATES SERVICES
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Blades are
removed from
the boot.

Adjustments
13
are made to
shift the blade
in or out depending on
the need. From entry
level to elite (Like
Jordan McTaggert,
GP Storm Alumni,
pictured here) we fit
them all!

PROPER SKATE FITTING
AND ALIGNMENT
AT ERNIE’S

With thanks to
MAXIMUM SKATE
PERFORMANCE

THE MYTH OF A NORMAL FOOT
10% of people have a normal foot
70% of people pronate (fall inside)
20% of people suppinate (fall outside)

SEE PHOTO 11
FOR MORE

Most Folks assume they have a normal foot.

Reality suggest that very few customers will have a normal foot, and that adjustments
will have to be made to any boot to create a proper fit. This includes adjustments to width,
length, and the blade alignment.
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The alignment
has put both edges
in square contact to
the ice in relation to
the body.

Properly size the
consumer’s foot
in a seated position.

2
Recheck length
and width in a
standing position.
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3
Find the boot
that fits the skaters
foot and needs, best.
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4
In the standing
position you should
feather the tip of the
toe on the end of the
skate.

Making sure the
boot fits properly as
brands vary in sizes.
A pencil width behind
the heel is the
proper fit.

Grande Prairie Storm Alumni
Jordan McTaggert
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Superfeet
foot-beds are
used to add
support to the foot
inside the boot.
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Skates are put
into the oven to
be heated for
5 to 7 minutes.

The comparison
of support of a
Superfeet to a
regular stock
foot-bed.
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Heel size is most
important when
fitting Superfeet.
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Skates are then
removed from the
oven and put on the
customers feet to
form the boot to
the foot.
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Alignments
are sometimes
needed to correct
supination (ankles
out) or in this case
pronation (ankles in).
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